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The general impression of the program was submitted for review, and based on the standards set forth 

by the National Accreditation Body, is quite satifsying. The President and members of the Committee 

studied the submitted documentation in depth. According to the propositions offered in this text, they 

gave their comments and opinions. They visited the Institution afterwards. 

The structure, aim, and goals of the study program, as well as the competencies of graduated students 

are described and documented very competently. The curriculum guarantees that the graduated student 

receives adequate skills and competencies.  

The curriculum could be improved if small adjustments were to be made: as in the case of the 

Undergraduate academic studies, the Master’s level of experimental studies is not fully organized. 

This lack could be made up for if the final master’s thesis were organized in collaboration with other 

educational institutions that meet the conditions for carrying out experimental studies. Throughout the 

visit, guarantees were made to collaborate with the leading scientific institutions in Serbia in the fields 

of chemistry, physics, and biology in the future. 

The quality, modernity, and international compatibility of the study program also deserve the highest 

mark. Student enrolment, grading, and progress are standards that are evaluated very well. In addition 

to the Undergraduate study program comments, some dilemmas were mentioned, which were 

discussed throughout the visit to the Institution. 

The attached documentation provides evidence that the Institution consists of a highly qualified 

teaching staff. 

Organizational and financial conditions provided by the Institution offers very high guarantees. 

Quality control is also very well planned-out.  

This program is also conducted in Serbian and English and does not provide distance learning studies, 

which is the case with basic academic studies as well. During the visit, the Committee verified that 

there are enough learning materials in English, and that members of the student service and teachers 

alike speak this language. 

 


